THERE’S NO SUBSTITUTE FOR GOOD PREPARATION

According to Gartner, for every five businesses without viable contingency plans that are struck by a disaster, two will never reopen their doors—and two of the three remaining will fail within five years.

Sirius’ DRI International-certified DR/BC professionals design business continuity solutions with complete documentation and the most efficient components available.

For more information please contact Jim LaRue at James.LaRue@siriuscom.com or Ernie Gubbels at Ernie.Gubbels@siriuscom.com

SIRIUS FOUNDATIONAL PANDEMIC CONTINUITY PLAN
A MULTIDAY WORKSHOP TO PREPARE YOUR ORGANIZATION FOR POSSIBLE WIDESPREAD BUSINESS INTERRUPTION

Literally every day counts when it comes to preparing your organization for the spread of infectious diseases. Widespread infection may lead to regional, national or international impact on your business operations, as well as potential disruptions to your supply chain.

In this multiday facilitated session, experts from the Sirius Business Continuity practice will work with your own team to create a basic response plan for continuing business operations in the event of catastrophic human-resource incident such as a potential pandemic.

While it will not replace the need for comprehensive business continuity and IT disaster recovery plans, this session will bridge the gap for organizations or business units that need a quick-start plan but lack a viable pandemic strategy. Working with your team, our experts will create a basic, step-by-step plan for use in the event of work-from-home situation and with limited staff availability due to illness. There will be tasks for you to complete when this is delivered, but you will have a working pandemic response plan created by highly experienced business continuity professionals.

There’s often a lot of incorrect and even hysterical information circulating about infectious diseases. You can get factual, current information at these sites:

U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention: www.cdc.gov

World Health Organization: www.who.int